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Introduction
Sometimes it's not a question of how much; it's a question of how many. In the case of GangBangDivas
the answer to that question is "one more than the chick can comfortably handle."

Adult Review
This is a site that recently made the transition from licenced content to exclusive materials unique to their site. The move has
done nothing but improve upon what was already one of the best group sites on the market.
  
  With several linked up bonus sites and plenty of backdated material from their nonexclusive days GangBangDivas has
enough smut in its gas tank to get you where you want to go. Now with the added boost of a brand new exclusive bang each
week you will get there in a lot less time.
  
  The site interface is a snap to use, the girls lined up to get pounded out by a crew of cocksmen are first rate and the price for
the amount of content being provided to you is a downright bargain. Where else can you watch one stripper quality whore
after another get drilled x3 for less than $25 a month? You can't... and believe me we have looked high and low to find one.
  
  The videos are top quality, lighting and sound is studio grade and if you get off by watching from an "eyes on the thighs"
point of view this is the site for you! Download as much as you want and any thing you watch is yours to keep after your
membership expires. With a 3 day trial available that tells you how confident the producers are that you'll decide to stay
based on quality. The scene starring Capri (shown above) is so hot we actually stored a copy in TheTongue's vault for later
viewing!

Porn Summary
There is a reason women were created with the ability to service more than one man at a time. That reason of course is so that
other men could sit and watch that woman doing it!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'If one on one sex makes you yawn this site will get your juices flowing'
Quality: 90  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 78 Interface: 90
Support: 90 Unique: 65    Taste: 76        Final: 82

Porn Sites Included
ThroatJobs (91) ,Fantasy Handjobs (88) ,CreamPie Surprise (87) ,Ass Munchers (86) ,Milf Internal (85) ,Hood Hunter (85) ,
Extreme Wife Swapping (83) ,Pussy Ass Mouth (80) ,Black Cocks Tiny Teens (Preview) ,Big Dicks Little Asians (Preview) ,
Female POV (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Exclusive, Extreme, Group Sex, Hardcore, Interracial

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.88 Preview: 3 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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